Interview: Hrvoje Mahović - The president of the Organization board of IGSM 2010 by Matej Varga & Jakov Maganić
Hrvoje, before we start I would like to con-
gratulate you and the whole organization 
board in the name of the Ekscentar edi-
torial board on the exceptional organiza-
tion and realization of the IGSM 2010. 
How do you feel, have the impressions 
settled down three months after the 
meeting and do you even realize how 
important thing you have man-
aged to make? 
»» Thank»you»for»your»congratu-




as» well» as» now» when» we» are»
making» this» special» edition»
of»Ekscentar.
















I would like to go back to the beginning, could you tell me something 
about your experiences regarding the meetings of geodesy students 
(how many of them did you participate in) and when did the idea of 
organizing such meeting in Zagreb, began to emerge?
»» IGSM»2008» in»Valencia»was»the»first»time»I»ever»experienced»some-
thing» like» that.» I» was» overwhelmed» with» the» concept» of» the» whole»
meeting,»participants»and»the»atmosphere»itself.»After»that»I»partici-
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»» The» idea» of» organizing» IGSM» began» to» emerge» long» time» ago.» The»








When and how did the organization board meet and what were the 





















Organization and preparation of the whole meeting is a huge and 
extremely demanding job, so I presume that it was divided into a 
few parts. Could you describe and explain all those parts shortly 
along with the problems you encountered, presuming that there 
were some.
»» Of»course,»the»organization»was»divided»into»a»few»major»categories»
–» primarily» accommodation,» food,» trips,» lectures,» workshops» and»









How many students from our University of Zagreb, Faculty of geode-
sy participated in the whole organization? How big was the support 
from professors and assistants of our faculty regarding the organiza-
tion or the program and the content of the meeting? 
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How did former meetings and experiences of colleagues who orga-
nized them influence you?









Regarding your former experiences in meetings, have you intro-






















Did it sometimes seem that you were in a time fix or that things 
could go in an unpredictable and unexpected direction? What was 
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Could you tell us what the most memorable and the nicest thing 







It seems like the participants went back to their homes satisfied. 
Could you tell us what the impressions and thoughts of the partici-









The purpose of the whole meeting is not just to party and have fun 
or just to get to know the Faculty, the town or the state. Are you sat-
isfied with the program and amenities, lectures and presentations, 
trips and nights out?
»» When»I»put»it»all»together,»I»have»to»admit»that»I»am»satisfied.»I»think»
that»we»did»a»good» job,» and» the»most» important,»our»guests»went»






We could say that the IGSM 2010 organization board left rich heri-
tage to future students of our faculty and you probably have some-








You are at the end of your studying and how does the studying on 
our Faculty seem to be in comparison to the description and experi-











were»also» trying» to»get»used» to» this»new»system.» I»hope» that» these»
problems»will»be»solved»one»day.
What are your ambitions and plans after you finish your master 





Do you have any hobbies?
»» My»main»hobby»is»photography;»I»have»been»doing»that»for»more»than»
8» years.» I’m» a» member» of» Fotoklub» Zagreb» where» I» have» taken» dif-
ferent»courses»about»photography.» I» exhibited»my»photographs»on»
many» competition» exhibitions» in» our» state» and» abroad» and» I» have»
won»a»few»prizes»and»acknowledgements.
Colleague Hrvoje, thank you very much for this interview and we’ll 
see each other at the bar downstairs in 5 minutes :D
»» Thank»you»too,»I’ll»see»you»downstairs.»:) E
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